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I inspire.

I exhale.

I breathe.

I open my eyes. Why dream if I can live?

I leave home with my life hanging. I never realized how little it weighed.

The morning breeze kisses my neck and the crickets sing for my arrival.

But I never stay. I am not who I was yesterday, nor will I be what I am now.

So I start rolling around my field.Under my sky.Under my sun.Because the 
world is mine.

Only mine.





















I am a storm. I am a waterfall. I am earth. I am the night. I am 
the day. I am a hurricane. I am calm.

Your travel companion. Your confessor. Your maximum ally.

I am you.

So tell me, where are we going now?

























Merry-go-round of colors that goes up and down, that goes around 
and never advances. How boring!, exclaimed a horse. And without 
losing its colors galloped. “Crazy horse” they called it. And so he 
undertook his crusade against normalcy. Always restless. Always 
awake. Sometimes alone. Sometimes accompanied. But never tired.





















There are times that you know you have to go through a 
tunnel. It is up to you how to get through it. You can go 
through it boring, wishing to find the light on the other 
side. Or you can turn on your lights and upload the music at 
full volume. Maturity for me is knowing how to enjoy life. 
What it means to be able to pass through that tunnel every 
day in a different way.





















I like to meet new people, discover new places and experience new 
experiences. But not always. Only sometimes. Rarely.

What I always like is the usual. It is not easy to earn that place. And 
very rarely, the new becomes the same as always.

Since 2014 I always return to my SCHARLAU. That is the same as 
always, although yesterday was the new.
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